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Deuteronomy 33:1-5 
The Lord Came From Sinai 

April 24, 2022 
 
Now this is the blessing with which Moses the man of God blessed the children of Israel before his death. 2 And he said: 
“The LORD came from Sinai, And dawned on them from Seir; He shone forth from Mount Paran, And He came with ten thousands of 
saints; 
From His right hand Came a fiery law for them. 3 Yes, He loves the people; All His saints are in Your hand; They sit down at Your feet; 
Everyone receives Your words. 4 Moses commanded a law for us, A heritage of the congregation of Jacob. 5 And He was King 
in Jeshurun, When the leaders of the people were gathered, All the tribes of Israel together. 

 
Despite very difficult Hebrew at times, there are unmistakable anticipations of Christ in our 
first three verses today. But the Hebrew is also beautiful in how it portrays the Lord even from 
a simple reading without looking at the finer details of what is presented. 
 
What is rather interesting is that Moses says that the Lord came from Sinai, but some people 
conduct their lives as if He never left there. Instead, it is as if He is still there to this day, issuing 
out commands and prophecies. 
 
At least, this is the substance behind their theology. Sinai was chosen to reveal things about 
what Jesus would do. It was also chosen to be a point of reference for the law itself and how 
the law fit into the greater picture of redemptive history. 
 
It is not that the Lord came from Sinai and keeps coming from Sinai, but that Sinai is a point of 
reference for us to understand what He would do, what He did do, and what that means for 
our walk before the Lord. 
 
Paul shows us this in the book of Galatians through a simple explanation of the metaphorical 
nature of what the word of the Lord has presented in three separate things –  
 

1) the account of Abraham, his wife, his bondwoman, and the children that issued from 
them;  

2) the giving of the law at Sinai; and  
3) the administration of that law in Jerusalem, or the administration of the New Covenant 

from heaven.  
 
His words form our text verse today... 
 
Text Verse: “Tell me, you who desire to be under the law, do you not hear the law? 22 For it is 
written that Abraham had two sons: the one by a bondwoman, the other by a 
freewoman. 23 But he who was of the bondwoman was born according to the flesh, and he of 
the freewoman through promise, 24 which things are symbolic. For these are the two 
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covenants: the one from Mount Sinai which gives birth to bondage, which is Hagar— 25 for this 
Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia, and corresponds to Jerusalem which now is, and is in bondage 
with her children— 26 but the Jerusalem above is free, which is the mother of us all.”  

-Galatians 4:21-26 
 
Abraham was given a promise. The promise cannot be later annulled by some other event. It 
stands between the Lord and him regardless of the introduction or fulfillment of any other 
thing. 
 
In awaiting the continuance of that promise, which we later find out is a son through his wife 
(the freewoman) Sarah, Abraham had a child through Sarah’s servant (the bondwoman), 
Hagar. 
 
Paul tells us that God used those events to symbolically tell us a greater story. The child of the 
bondwoman, Ishmael, came in the normal way children come, according to the flesh. If you 
don’t know about that yet, ask your mom. The point is that the son was born through a 
bondwoman. 
 
The child of the freewoman, however, came according to a promise. As this is so, even if the 
child was conceived and born in the typical way, the fact that he came by a promise from God 
was not. 
 
With this understood, Paul tells us that the birth of these sons symbolically anticipated what 
God would do through His covenants. The first covenant, the one at Sinai, brings forth sons 
born into bondage because the covenant itself is one of bondage. 
 
This covenant, the one initiated at Sinai, was administered in Jerusalem, at the temple. It is a 
covenant of bondage. This is because sin is bondage. The law is what makes sin possible, and 
in violating the law, sin comes about. There is nothing free about the law. The law is bondage 
because it leads to sin. As this is so, those who are under the law are in bondage. 
 
On the other hand, there is another covenant, the Christ Covenant that came through His work 
in fulfillment of the law. Being sinless, he had nothing binding Him. He was free, and He 
remained free. 
 
In His death, He brought the law of bondage to an end for all who believe. As Paul says, “For 
Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who believes” (Romans 10:4). This is 
the covenant of promise, and it corresponds to Sarah’s giving birth to Abraham’s son Isaac, 
which came by promise. 
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This covenant is administered in the heavenly Jerusalem. And as Sarah was free, so is the 
Jerusalem in heaven. Thus, the sons of this covenant are free. There is no bondage because 
there is no sin that comes from or through the administration of this covenant. 
 
As this is so, one must decide where he will hang his hat. It is not a matter to be taken lightly. 
It is the most important decision one who is presented with the two covenants can make. The 
Jews, to this day, have made their choice to follow Moses and the covenant made at Sinai. 
 
Many supposed Christians have made the same choice as the Jews. One cannot have one foot 
in the law and one foot in Christ. It is one or the other, and if the law is a part of either, then 
the law – by default – takes precedence (see Galatians 5:3).  
 
And then, there are those who have come to Christ alone in order to find their peace with 
God. They are free because Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to everyone who 
believes (Romans 10:4). Without law, there is no sin (Romans 5:13). Without sin, there is no 
bondage. Thus, in Christ, we are free. 
 
This is an important point to understand because our verses today deal with it. It is great and 
glorious what Jesus Christ has done. The marvel of it is to be found in His superior word. And 
so, let us turn to that precious word once again and… May God speak to us through His word 
today and may His glorious name ever be praised. 
 
I. He Hides the Peoples (verses 1-3) 
 
1Now this is the blessing with which Moses the man of God blessed 
 
The Hebrew bears an article overlooked by all translations: v’zoth ha’berakah asher berakh 
mosheh ish ha’elohim – “And this the blessing which blessed Moses, man THE God.” 
 
Out of about twenty-six hundred uses of the word Elohim, or God, the definite article is used 
with it less than four hundred times. It is always purposeful, and it is used when referring to 
man’s relationship, or interactions, with the true God. 
 
Moses is not just a man of God, but he is a man of THE God. His life was, and continues to be, 
noted as one that is fully in line with the intents, purposes, and goals of the one true God. This 
is the first time the title “man of the God” is found in Scripture. It will be a term used 
frequently of Elijah and Elisha in the books of Kings. 
 
But more than even this, the statement indicates that his words – as recorded in the books 
that are credited to him – are the words of the true God as well. His words are divine 
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communications being conveyed through him. This includes the final words of his that are 
recorded in this chapter of Deuteronomy. 
 
The inclusion of the article sets off Moses the man, and his words, as being aligned wholly and 
completely with Yehovah, the one true God. The blessing given is one by which Moses 
blessed... 
 
1 (con’t) the children of Israel 
 
eth bene Yisrael – “sons Israel.” The words speak of the sons of Israel by their names, Reuben, 
Judah, and the other remaining ones as well. However, the idea obviously extends to those 
who issue from them. The whole is accounted as Israel, but then there is a division that 
separates the whole into individual, set, and specific lines by which the people are designated. 
 
Saying the term “children” as many translations do is not inappropriate. They are sons, but the 
people who issue from the sons are young and old, male and female, etc. But more to the 
point, they are “children” under the law. Paul explains this theological point in Galatians 4 – 
 

“Now I say that the heir, as long as he is a child, does not differ at all from a slave, 
though he is master of all, 2 but is under guardians and stewards until the time 
appointed by the father. 3 Even so we, when we were children, were in bondage under 
the elements of the world. 4 But when the fullness of the time had come, God sent forth 
His Son, born of a woman, born under the law, 5 to redeem those who were under the 
law, that we might receive the adoption as sons. 
6 And because you are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into your hearts, 
crying out, ‘Abba, Father!’ 7 Therefore you are no longer a slave but a son, and if a son, 
then an heir of God through Christ.” Galatians 4:1-7 

 
As this is so, translating this as “sons” or as “children” are both acceptable, depending on what 
reference point is being spoken of. It is to this body of people, Israel, and specifically to the 
individual tribes that issue from him, that Moses will now bless the people... 
 
1 (con’t) before his death. 
 
The act of blessing here is one that was seen in the lives of both Isaac, who is the father of 
Israel, and of Israel, from whom these lines issue forth – 
 
“Now it came to pass, when Isaac was old and his eyes were so dim that he could not see, that 
he called Esau his older son and said to him, ‘My son.’  And he answered him, ‘Here I am.’  
2 Then he said, ‘Behold now, I am old. I do not know the day of my death. 3 Now therefore, 
please take your weapons, your quiver and your bow, and go out to the field and hunt game 
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for me. 4 And make me savory food, such as I love, and bring it to me that I may eat, that my 
soul may bless you before I die.’” Genesis 27:1-4 
 

“And Jacob called his sons and said, ‘Gather together, that I may tell you what shall 
befall you in the last days:’” ... “And when Jacob had finished commanding his sons, he 
drew his feet up into the bed and breathed his last, and was gathered to his people.”  

-Genesis 49:1 & 33 
 
Isaac had intended to bless Esau, but through cunning and trickery Jacob had received the 
blessing. Just prior to his own demise, Jacob likewise gave forth his blessing upon his sons. As 
for Moses, he is the leader of the people and their lawgiver. 
 
As they are a people under this law, they are as children united in a family relationship who 
are awaiting the promise which they alone are the heirs of – that of the promised coming of 
Messiah. It is to this group of people, waiting to be adopted as true sons of God through Him, 
that the blessing of their lawgiver will now come forth... 
 
2 And he said: 
 
va’yomar – “And he said.” Because of the words “man of the God” in the previous verse, and 
now “And he said” here, many scholars say that this introduction was penned later. This would 
mean that Moses decided to bless the tribes, what he said was recorded as he spoke it out 
(possibly by Joshua), and that the one who recorded the blessings explained what happened. 
 
But just as likely is that Moses, knowing that he would die, wrote out these words in advance, 
including the words “man of the God.” As such, it is a claim that the words are God’s, that they 
came through Moses, and that God approved them. 
 
We can’t be sure either way, but I would personally lean to Moses being the author in any 
such debatable section. No matter what, his words of blessing now begin with... 
 
2 (con’t) “The LORD came from Sinai, 
 
Yehovah mi’sinay ba – “Yehovah from Sinai came.” As an introductory note, this is the last 
time that Sinai (Horeb) is mentioned in the books of Moses. 
 
As for the words themselves, they are poetic, and they speak of the Lord as if coming forth like 
the sunrise, illuminating the land. In this case, the Lord first manifested Himself to Israel by 
coming to Moses at the burning bush as is recorded in Exodus 3. 
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There Moses was told that he would be used to deliver the people. As an assurance of that, 
the Lord spoke clearly to Moses – 
 

“So He said, ‘I will certainly be with you. And this shall be a sign to you that I have sent 
you: When you have brought the people out of Egypt, you shall serve God on this 
mountain.’” Exodus 3:12 

 
The Lord came forth from Sinai (Bush of the Thorn/Bush of the Lord), and He displayed His 
glory at Sinai, radiating out His majesty from there. 
 
When the name Sinai is used instead of Horeb, it is given in connection with the redemptive 
workings of God in Christ and in anticipation of His cross. Moses next says... 
 
2 (con’t) And dawned on them from Seir; 
 
v’zarakh mi’Seir la’mo – “And irradiated from Seir to them.” The word zarakh gives the sense 
of shooting forth beams as the day dawns, even while the sun is rising, but before it has 
actually arisen. 
 
From the coming forth of the Lord from Sinai, the glory of the Lord is seen to irradiate from 
Seir (Hairy). The name Hairy is because of the appearance of the mountain, being covered with 
low bushes thus giving it a hairy appearance. But hair in the Bible signifies an awareness of 
things, especially in relation to sin. 
 
2 (con’t) He shone forth from Mount Paran, 
 
hophia me’har Paran – “He shone forth from Mount Paran.” It is a new word, yapha. It 
signifies to shine forth, but not as the rising of the sun shoots forth. Rather, it is to be light 
itself; it is a causing of light to shine forth. A good example of this word is found in Psalm 50 
which parallels the previous clauses as well – 
 

“The Mighty One, God the LORD, Has spoken and called the earth From the rising of the 
sun to its going down. 2 Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God will shine forth.”  

-Psalm 50:1, 2 
 
For now, Paran means Glorious. The word is used quite a few times in the Old Testament, but 
it is only affixed to the word “Mount” twice – here and in a similarly worded passage in 
Habakkuk 3 – 
 

“God came from Teman, The Holy One from Mount Paran. Selah His glory covered the 
heavens, And the earth was full of His praise. 4 His brightness was like the light; He had 
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rays flashing from His hand, And there His power was hidden. 5 Before Him went 
pestilence, And fever followed at His feet.” Habakkuk 3:3-5 

 
As such, this refers to the Mount of Glory, or the Glorious Mount. Of the resplendent Lord, it 
next says... 
 
2 (con’t) And He came with ten thousands of saints; 
 
The translation is incorrect. It says “from,” not “with,” and the word “saints” is not right. It is a 
masculine singular noun: v’athah m’rivot qodesh – “And He came from myriads of holiness.” 
 
The word translated as “came” is athah. It is a new word signifying “to come.” It is only used in 
words set off in a poetic manner, never in a general discourse. Because of this, it calls special 
attention to the coming, as if a herald is making a distinctive proclamation. Isaiah uses it ten 
times in his book, more than any other book in Scripture. 
 
What is being said here is that the Lord has come from the place where the holy angels dwell. 
It is reflective of what is said of Him in Daniel 7 – 
 

“A fiery stream issued And came forth from before Him. A thousand thousands 
ministered to Him; Ten thousand times ten thousand stood before Him.” Daniel 7:10 

 
The Lord left the glory of heaven to come and allow His light to shine upon Israel. At this 
time... 
 
2 (con’t) From His right hand 
 
mi’mino – “From His right hand.” The right hand is a symbol of power and authority. It is from 
this... 
 
2 (con’t) Came a fiery law for them. 
 
esh dath la’mo – “Fire-law for them.” This is the only time this expression is found in Scripture. 
Fire burns. In this it consumes, and purifies. What occurs is based on the substance that it 
interacts with. In the translation and its explanation, one can see anticipatory references to 
the coming of Christ – 
 

*Yehovah from Sinai came. 
The Lord Jesus came from the place of the thorn, the cross. 
 
*And irradiated from Seir to them. 
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He illuminated the awareness of sin in man, becoming sin who knew no sin. 
 
*He shone forth from Mount Paran. 
He shone forth from the Glorious Mount – where He was crucified. 
 
*And He came from myriads of holiness. 
Having left heaven and the company of innumerable angels. 
 
*From His right hand... 
He is at the right hand of God, and He bears the power and authority of the Lord. It is 
from this position that came... 
 
*Fire-law for them. 

 
He is both the Giver of the law and the embodiment of it. He is the standard of God by which 
all are judged. They (if unsaved), or their deeds (if saved), will either be consumed or purified – 
 

(Unsaved)- “And the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which 
were written in the books. 13 The sea gave up the dead who were in it, and Death and 
Hades delivered up the dead who were in them. And they were judged, each one 
according to his works. 14 Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is 
the second death. 15 And anyone not found written in the Book of Life was cast into the 
lake of fire.” -Revelation 20:12-15  

 
(Saved) -“Now if anyone builds on this foundation with gold, silver, precious stones, 
wood, hay, straw, 13 each one’s work will become clear; for the Day will declare it, 
because it will be revealed by fire; and the fire will test each one’s work, of what sort it 
is. 14 If anyone’s work which he has built on it endures, he will receive a reward. 15 If 
anyone’s work is burned, he will suffer loss; but he himself will be saved, yet so as 
through fire.” -1 Corinthians 3:12-15  

 
As long as the reference is understood in whatever dispensation of time is being addressed, 
the parallels are clearly seen. 
 
3 Yes, He loves the people; 
 
It is plural: aph khovev ammim – “Also He hides the peoples.” Here is a word, khavav, found 
only this one time and translated as “loves.” It comes from a root meaning “to hide.” To say, 
“He hides (or secrets away) the peoples,” is not incorrect. But the meaning would be obscure. 
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Therefore, one can think of them being hidden away in the bosom, and thus there being a 
sense of cherishing, affection, and love. However, despite all other translations, my use of the 
word “hide” conveys the typology of Christ better. 
 
3 (con’t) All His saints are in Your hand; 
 
It is an adjective, not a noun: kal qedosav b’yadekha – “All His holies in Your hand.” It is 
referring to the saints, but they are being described by their characteristic, which is that they 
are holy. 
 
If you noticed, it goes from the third person to the second person, but the context surely 
demands that this is speaking of the Lord in each word (His and Your), and yet it is showing a 
definite distinction in how the Lord is being presented. 
 
Next, referring to the holies (the saints), it says... 
 
3 (con’t) They sit down at Your feet; 
 
v’hem tuku l’raglekha – “And they gather to Your feet.” Another unique word is seen here, 
takah. It is unclear what it means. It comes from a primitive root meaning “to strew.” Thus 
“gather” seems to make good sense. The Greek translation says, “they are under thee.” That is 
somewhat of a paraphrase. 
 
We can think of the peoples that the Lord loves gathered to the place of His feet. Thus, He is 
elevated as if on a throne with His people before Him. There... 
 
3 (con’t) Everyone receives Your words. 
 
yisa mi’daberotekha – “Lifts up Him from Your words.” Here is another unique word, a noun, 
dabarah. It is an intensive, coming from the verb meaning “to speak.” The verb itself is 
imperfect, and it is third person singular. It means to lift up or to carry. Being imperfect, it is 
“lifts up” or “carries.” 
 
There are as many opinions on this verse and what its meaning is as can be imagined. 
Translations are all over the place and more often than not, they stray from the precision of 
what Moses says in order to try to make the words convey some sort of sense. 
 
But the Lord is working through Moses to reveal Christ: “For if you believed Moses, you would 
believe Me; for he wrote about Me” (John 5:46). Israel will receive the blessings, but Christ is 
the Subject and the Object of what he is now conveying. So, with the most literal translation 
possible, it says – 
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*Also He hides the peoples. 

 
The word “peoples” is telling. It does not use a word signifying “tribes” as would be expected if 
speaking of Israel. Hence, it is referring to any peoples. Those who are in Christ, from any 
people group, are hidden (and thus beloved) in Christ – 
 

“For you died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ who is our life 
appears, then you also will appear with Him in glory.” Colossians 3:3, 4 

 
*All His holies in Your hand. 
 
The holies, those holy to the Lord (Yehovah, “His”) because of Christ are in “Your” (meaning 
Christ’s) hand. They are under His control, power, and authority. They are the Lord’s because 
they are Christ’s. The change in person only makes sense when the Subject is properly 
understood. 
 
*And they gather to Your feet. 
 
Just a couple of the many references will show what this refers to. First, the gathering – 
 

“For I know their works and their thoughts. It shall be that I will gather all nations and 
tongues; and they shall come and see My glory.” Isaiah 66:18 

 
“...he prophesied that Jesus would die for the nation, 52 and not for that nation only, 
but also that He would gather together in one the children of God who were scattered 
abroad.” John 11:51, 52 

 
And next, that it will be at Christ’s feet – 
 

“For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one may receive 
the things done in the body, according to what he has done, whether good or bad.”  

-2 Corinthians 5:10 
 
The “judgment seat” is an elevated seat known as the béma. The people will be gathered, and 
they will come before Him. The symbolism refers to Christ. 
 
*Lifts up Him from Your words. 
 
The change in person and the way the words are presented are so striking that it is hard to 
imagine how they can point to anything but the Lord. 
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There are scholars who have come up with inventive interpretations, such as Yehovah rising 
up when Israel (singular) speaks to Him, but such a thought means anything can mean 
anything and it does not fit with the previous clauses. 
 
What is being said is that the Lord (Jesus) lifts up (carries) the words of Moses, which are the 
Lord’s (Yehovah’s) words. This is absolutely something He did. He quoted the words of law to 
the people, lifting them up as a witness both to them and against them. 
 
It is the words of the Lord through Moses that speak of Jesus, that He lived by, that He 
instructed by, and which He fulfilled. And as He is the Prophet like Moses, referred to in 
Chapter 18, this clause actually anticipates Christ’s words continuing into the New Covenant as 
He continues to lift up the words of Yehovah. 
 
The glorious Lord who came from Sinai 
Also went to Calvary’s cross 
As the years of the law passed by 
There was only continued death and tragic loss 
 
As His light dawned on them from Seir 
It was destined that someday He would die 
Time marched on from year to year 
And the people experienced loss and wondered why 
 
The Lord shone forth from Mount Paran 
And He rose again from the darkened grave 
And now His light shines eternally on 
He is the Lord our God, mighty to save 
 
II. King in Jeshurun (verses 4 & 5) 
 
4 Moses commanded a law for us, 
 
The words are definitive: torah tsivah lanu Moshe – “Law he commanded to us, Moses.” The 
change to the first person plural, “to us,” is noteworthy. 
 
So much is this the case, that Cambridge naturally considers it a later insertion. As they say, 
“The change to 1st pers. plur. ... the introduction of Moses’ name, and the fact that the line is 
an odd one, raise the suspicion that it is a gloss.” 
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That is their excuse for everything. “We can’t figure this out, so it must be a later insertion” is 
the explanation for what is presented. John Lange does agree with this. He says that Joshua 
used the same words as Moses, but then included the people of Israel in what is said – 
 
torah tsivah eth Moshe – “Law He commanded to Moses.” 
torah tsivah lanu Moshe – “Law he commanded to us, Moses.” 
 
In other words, the subject is the Lord. He commanded the law to Moses who spoke out the 
words as in the first line. The scribe then repeated what is said, including Israel as the 
recipients because the law came from the Lord, through Moses. 
 
The problem with this is that it then changes what Moses says. The words are complicated, 
and it is hard to definitively place them, but I think they were spoken just as they are written 
down. 
 
The poem is about to enter into the blessings of the tribes. The law was given to them, and the 
blessings are likewise pronounced upon them. 
 
The fact that the previous verses include the “peoples” doesn’t negate that the law was only 
for Israel. The result of what the Lord did, in relation to the law, is for all people. But Israel is 
the one who is given the schooling that is to lead to Jesus. 
 
The lesson can be learned by all, but they are the ones who will live it out. Moses is of Israel, 
and so he is included in the address personally and as a part of the people. That explains why 
the words are given as they are – “Law he commanded to us, Moses.” 
 
Ultimately, the law is from the Lord, and so He is the Subject, even if it is not stated directly. 
Hence, the words “to us” are inclusive of Moses, even if they came through Moses. He is not 
exempt from them. This is especially highlighted because it is he who will die outside of the 
land of promise. 
 
4 (con’t) A heritage of the congregation of Jacob. 
 
morashah qehilath yaaqov – “Possession assembly Jacob.” The word being translated as 
“congregation” is incorrect. It should be “assembly.” The form of it used here is a feminine 
form of a more common word, and it is found in Scripture only here and in Nehemiah 5:7. 
 
The words are speaking of the law. It is considered as a heritage, or possession, of the 
“assembly of Jacob,” meaning the tribes that issue from him. This is absolutely true. The law is 
not a heritage (or possession) of anyone else. It was given to Israel, it was to be lived out by 
Israel, and it awaited its fulfillment from within Israel. 
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Crossing the lines of who the law was given to, or who is required to observe it, forms the 
greatest controversy of the book of Acts, and it is the main subject of Paul’s earliest written 
epistle, Galatians. 
 
It was a heritage of the assembly of Jacob, and it belongs to no other group of people, except 
as it is fulfilled in Christ who then annulled it through His death and instituted a New Covenant 
at the same time. With this understood, the words continue... 
 
5 And He was King in Jeshurun, 
 
vayhi bishurun melek – “And He was in Jeshurun King.” The subject here is clearly the Lord, 
thus demonstrating that the analysis of the previous verse is at least correct in the intent of 
what is said. Moses may have given the law to Israel (“to us”), but it is the Lord who gave it 
through Moses. 
 
There are two reasons why some ascribe these words as referring to Moses though. The first is 
to alleviate the difficulty of the previous verse by making him the only subject. The second is 
that he was the ruler over the people in the capacity of a king. 
 
Both of these thoughts are incorrect. The issue with the previous verse has been explained. 
Also, Moses clearly disassociated himself from the idea of him being a king in Chapter 17 – 
 

“When you come to the land which the LORD your God is giving you, and possess it and 
dwell in it, and say, ‘I will set a king over me like all the nations that are around 
me,’ 15 you shall surely set a king over you whom the LORD your God chooses; one from 
among your brethren you shall set as king over you; you may not set a foreigner over 
you, who is not your brother.” Deuteronomy 17:14, 15 

 
The idea of a king did not exist in Moses, and it continued to not exist until the time of Saul 
where the Lord said – 
 

“And the LORD said to Samuel, ‘Heed the voice of the people in all that they say to you; 
for they have not rejected you, but they have rejected Me, that I should not reign over 
them.’” 1 Samuel 8:7 

 
The words now refer to the Lord as King. The unusual nature of how Moses said what he said 
in the previous verse was certainly to highlight this fact. As such, the Lord, who gave the law 
through Moses, is said to be King in Jeshurun, or “Upright.” It is a proper noun used when 
referring to Israel. 
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As far as translating these words now as, “And He was King,” that is fine, but it must be 
understood what is being said. It is not saying, “He once was.” Rather, it is saying that at a 
certain point “He became the King.” There was a time when He was not the King of Jeshurun, 
and then at a particular point in time, He was. That point in time was... 
 
5 (con’t) When the leaders of the people were gathered, 
 
b’hitaseph rashe am – “In gathering leaders people.” This is referring to what was stated in 
Exodus 19 – 
 

“So Moses came and called for the elders of the people, and laid before them all these 
words which the LORD commanded him.” Exodus 19:7 

 
At this time, the proposition was set forth by the Lord – 
 

“Now therefore, if you will indeed obey My voice and keep My covenant, then you shall 
be a special treasure to Me above all people; for all the earth is Mine. 6 And you shall be 
to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’ These are the words which you shall 
speak to the children of Israel.” Exodus 19:5, 6 

 
The words, “a kingdom of priests,” implies there is a King by which they become a kingdom. It 
was at Sinai, mentioned in verse 2, that Moses now refers to the Lord becoming the King. This 
is again testified to with the final words of the day... 
 
*5 (fin) All the tribes of Israel together. 
 
yakhad shivte Yisrael – “together tribes Israel.” This continues to refer to the time at Sinai – 
 

“Then all the people answered together and said, ‘All that the LORD has spoken we will 
do.’ So Moses brought back the words of the people to the LORD.” Exodus 19:8 

 
The leaders spoke for the tribes. Thus, when they accepted the words of the Lord, their 
answer stood for all of those under them. It was at this time that He was King in Jeshurun. 
Hence, the law was given to them, and they became the people of His kingdom. 
 
As was seen, there are anticipations of Christ in the first verses of the passage today, but the 
law itself is a possession only of Israel. It has no part in what occurred in the Gentile world 
before the coming of Christ, and it has no part in the life of the people of God since Christ 
came, except as it is fulfilled in Him. 
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Unfortunately, this fact is either obscured or it is ignored because of faulty doctrine that has 
arisen within the church. There are those who say that the church has replaced Israel. The 
problem with this is that they will openly avow that the curses of the law have been, and 
continue to be, realized in Israel. 
 
In this, there is an obvious disconnect in their thinking. If the law is finished and obsolete, and 
if the church has replaced Israel, then it cannot be that the curses of the law still belong to 
Israel. Or, if the law is not through, then the curses of Israel would then belong to the church. 
The thinking is unclear, unsound, and wrong. 
 
Others claim that the precepts of the law are still binding on the church. But again, in this 
passage, as has been consistently seen, the law was given to Israel and to no other group. If 
the law is binding upon us today, it would mean that the church had, in fact, replaced or 
become a part of Israel. 
 
As such, the curses would belong to this body, inclusive of those who had come to Christ. But 
this is completely contrary to the words of the epistles. An example is found in Galatians 3 – 
 

“Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us (for it 
is written, “Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree”), 14 that the blessing of Abraham 
might come upon the Gentiles in Christ Jesus, that we might receive the promise of the 
Spirit through faith.” Galatians 3:13, 14 

 
Again, the thinking is unclear, unsound, and just plain wrong. We must keep our theological 
boxes straight, or we will fall into great error. In this, those who are taught that the church 
replaced Israel will never know the true Jesus who is presented in Scripture, nor will they 
accept the true gospel message which God has presented to the world. 
 
The law anticipated Christ, and it awaited His coming. It was then fully lived out through His 
life’s actions, and it was annulled in the shedding of His blood. This is what we must remember 
as we contemplate what is presented by Moses. He wrote of Christ, and it is only in Him that 
this law finds its true purpose and value. 
 
Our futile attempts at living it out, as if we are bound by it, do not glorify Him at all. Rather, 
they diminish what Jesus has done, and they bring a curse upon us. That is all the law can do 
with fallen man. Let us trust in Christ who took this great and terrible burden from us. In this, 
God will be pleased with our lives as we live them out before Him. 
 
Closing Verse: “Blessed be the Lord, Who daily loads us with benefits, The God of our 
salvation! Selah 20 Our God is the God of salvation; And to GOD the Lord belong escapes from 
death.” Psalm 68:19, 20 
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Next Week: Deuteronomy 33:6-11 Moses will bless until the blessing is done... (Moses Blesses 
Israel, Part I) (100th Deuteronomy Sermon) 
 
The Lord has you exactly where He wants you. He has a good plan and purpose for you. But He 
also has expectations of you as He prepares you for entrance into His Land of Promise. So, 
follow Him and trust Him and He will do marvelous things for you and through you.  
 
Moses Blesses Israel, Part I 
 
Now this is the blessing 
With which Moses the man of God, as we have read 
Blessed the children of Israel 
Before his death. And he said: 
 
“The LORD came from Sinai 
And dawned on them from Seir 
He shone forth from Mount Paran 
And He came with ten thousands of saints from there 
 
From His right hand like a diadem 
Came a fiery law for them 
 
Yes, He loves the people 
All His saints are in Your hand 
They sit down at Your feet 
Everyone receives Your words, words so grand 
 
Moses commanded a law for us 
A heritage of the congregation of Jacob 
----------And He was King in Jeshurun 
When the leaders of the people were gathered 
All the tribes of Israel together as one 
 
Lord God, turn our hearts to be obedient to Your word 
Give us wisdom to be ever faithful to You 
May we carefully heed each thing we have heard 
Yes, Lord God may our hearts be faithful and true 
 
And we shall be content and satisfied in You alone 
We will follow You as we sing our songs of praise 
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Hallelujah to You; to us Your path You have shown 
Hallelujah we shall sing to You for all of our days 
 
Hallelujah and Amen… 
 


